ANGELS IN AMERICA – Part 1

By Tony Kushner

June 4 – 26, 2004

Director – John Gibson

Set Designer – Jeff Bushman

Lighting Designer – Mark Schuyler

Costume Designer – Amy Goffman

Sound Designer – Louis Schultz

Production Stage Manager – Ronda Hewitt

Dialect Coach – Bob Dorsey

Movement Coach – Roger Tolle

Assistant Stage Manager – Kristin Wenger

Dramaturge – Jolie Sheffer

Producer – Will Kerner

Properties – Brenda Neal, Richard Statman

Special Effects – Joe Flamini

Assistant Lighting Designer – Tracie Steger

Light Board Technician – Beth DeBellevue

Sound Board Technician – Louis Schultz, Lisa Roberson

Flyer – Don Gaylord

Backstage Crew – Olivia Hessing, Erin McCabe, Matt Whittaker, Heather Danz

Angel Costume Design – Dorothy Smith

Dressers – Corey Lloyd, Bobbie Buxton

Wigs & Makeup Designer – Daphne D’earth Latham
CAST

ROY M. COHN – Jim Johnston
JOSEPH PITT – Bill LeSueur
HARPER PITT – Jennifer Hoyt Tidwell
LOUIS ARONSON – Chris Patrick
PRIOR WALTER – David Holton
HANNAH PITT – Kay Ferguson Bechtel
BELIZE – Amdie Mengistu
THE ANGEL – Mendy St. Ours